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Abs t rac t .  We show that finding two items at unknown positions in 
a square mesh with exclusive-write row and column buses is as hard 
as semigroup computation on  th i s  architecture, i.e. it requires (2(n 1/6) 
time in the worst case. Consequently, the time complexity of any sensitive 
computational problem with sparse input scattered on the mesh depends 
on the number of processors rather than on the input size. A slightly 
modified proof yields the tight lower bound for computing the logical 
OR on the mesh, even if the input is known to contain at most two l's. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The x/~ x v ~  mesh with row and column buses is a well-studied architecture for 
parallel computing, both as a theoretical model and as a practical architecture. 
It  is particularly suitable for parallel image processing where each processor 
represents a pixel or a group of pixels forming a small square of the picture. 
Starting with [12], opt imal  mesh algorithms have been developed for a lot of 
fundamental  computat ional  problems. In the references we listed a selection of 
papers where one can find many  of these results and further hints. 

The usual assumption is that  the input is distributed on the whole mesh, 
one da ta  i tem per processor. Tha t  means, the input size is equal to the number 
n of processors, and the complexities of algorithms are functions of n. Some 
problems have also been studied for sparse inputs, i.e. for k data  items where 
k is small compared to n, and the complexities are est imated as functions of k 
rather than n. In these cases, it has been assumed that  the input initially stands 
in a distinguished region of the mesh, e.g. in the first k/v/-~ rows (as in [2]), or 
locally sparse inputs are considered [13]. 

In contrast to this, in the present paper we consider the situation tha t  a 
sparse input is scattered on the mesh, but we do not have any knowledge about  
ithe positions of the k data items beforehand. 

This type of problems may really occur in image processing: For instance, 
suppose that  we wish to perform any image processing operation on pictures of 
a video such that  the number of significant pixels in each picture is typically 
s m a l l ; b u t  nevertheless the significant pixels cover the entire mesh during the 
video. (E.g. think of line drawings or sporadic small objects which are moving.) 
Then it would be desirable to have mesh algorithms whose complexities depend 
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only on the input size k rather than on the mesh size n, although the k input 
positions are arbitrary and previously unknown. 

Whether such algorithms can exist or not does strongly depend on the wri- 
te conflict resolution rule on the buses. (Similar effects are also known in the 
PlZAM model [7].) If concurrent write access to the buses is strictly prohibited 
then the problem of semigroup computation with k = 2 (!) non-zero items in un- 
known positions on the mesh is already as hard as semigroup computation with n 
arbitrary summands, namely, it requires ~?(n 1/6) time. Semigroup computation 
means: Each processor contains an element from a fixed commutative semigroup, 
and the goal is to compute their sum and to send it to some distinguished target 
processor. 

The contribution of this paper is a proof of this lower bound. We have already 
announced this result in [6], but we did not publish the proof anywhere. In [6] 
we demonstrated that  problems with sparse inputs on the mesh are solvable in 
a time bound depending only on k (independent of n), provided that  several 
processors may write simultaneously the same item onto the same bus. (This is 
the COMMON CRCW rule). Particularly we proved a O(k 1~4log 2 k) bound for 
semigroup computation with k non-zero items. 

In Section 2 we recall some basics about enhanced meshes, and in Section 
3 we give the lower bound proof. Before this we would like to emphasize some 
aspects of the result: 

(1) The ~2(n 116) lower bond for full semigroup computation (with n items) 
in [12] uses a quite simple counting argument, based on fact that  the sum can 
depend on each of the n summands. However, our present proof shows that  the 
communication restrictions are the more essential reason for the lower bound, 
rather than the number of meaningful summands: Only two non-zero summands 
require the same time complexity. We may even assume that  the processors have 
unbounded local memory and computational power. 

(2) For our presentation we have chosen the semigroup problem because 
of its very simple formulation, but one can easily note that the idea of the 
lower bound:proof applies to any sensitive computational problem on the mesh. 
(Here sensitive means that  the output can depend on every input item.) A slight 
modification of our proof immediately gives an /2(n 1/6) bound for the logical 
OR, even if we previously know that at most two input items have value 1 and 
all others are 0. 

2 T h e  C o m p u t a t i o n a l  M o d e l  

For brevity we can only give an informal description, but it should not be hard 
to specify the model formally. 

The mesh is an array of n processors, arranged as a x/~ x ~ grid. Each 
processor knows its own position in the mesh. Each processor is connected to 
its four neighbors (of course, except the processors at the borders and corners 
which have three or two neighbors) by local links. Additionally, each row and 
column is enhanced by a bus. 
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The processors work in synchronized steps. Each processor knows the algo- 
r i thm to be executed. In any step, each processor can perform local computat ions 
with its contents, send messages to its neighbors and receive messages through 
the local links. It can also write a message onto its row or column bus and read 
the messages from these buses. A bus can broadcast messages originated by only 
one processor each time, but all processors along the bus can simultaneously 
read. More precisely, we assume that  concurrent write access to a bus is strictly 
prohibited; whenever this happens, the computat ion is aborted unsuccessfully 
(CREW rule). 

All these computat ions and communications are done according to the algo- 
r i thm to be executed. In particular, a correct algorithm for some problem must  
exclude write conflicts on buses, for any possible input. 

Note that  the actions of a processor in any step may depend on the entire pro- 
cessor history up to this moment ,  that  is: on the own coordinates, the own initial 
contents, and the sequence of all received messages. We assume unbounded local 
memory,  as well as unbounded computat ional  power of each processor in any 
step. Since we are going to prove a lower bound we can make such concessions. 

By the distance d(p, q) of two processors p, q we always mean their Manha t tan  
distance in the mesh. For a subset G of processors, d(p, G) denotes the min imum 
distance d(p, r) for r G G. 

3 F i n d i n g  a P a i r  is  H a r d  

T h e o r e m  1. Consider the following problem: Two non-zero elements of a se- 
migroup stand in unknown processors of the v ~  x ~ mesh with C R E W  buses, 
whereas all other processors contain zero. Then any algorithm computing the 
sum of these items requires (2(n 1/6) time. 

In the remainder of the paper we shall prove this theorem. So consider a 
fixed algorithm for computing the sum of two semigroup elements being initially 
located in two unknown processors p and q. (We briefly speak of an input in p 
~nd q.) We will show that  the algorithm needs X?(n 1/6) steps for some particular 
input, or even works incorrectly. 

For any step t = 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . .  let us inductively define sets of processors called 
g-( t ) ,  gl(t), and G(t), as follows: Let be g - (0 )  = gl(0) = G(0) = O, and denote 
by g -  (t 4- 1) the set of all processors r satisfying the following conditions: There 
exists an input in some pair of processors p, q with d(p, q) > 2t, d(p, G(t)) > t, 
d(q, G(t)) > t, such that  processor r writes some message onto its row bus in 
step t +  1. The set gl(t + 1) is defined analogously with "column bus" instead of 
"row bus". Finally let be 

t 

G(t) = U(g- ( t )  u gr(t)) 
i = 0  

Note that  the above sets are well-defined. An input in p,q is said to be 
hidden in step t if it satisfies the above three distance inequalities d(p, q) > 2t, 
d(p, G(t)) > t, d(q, G(t)) > t. 
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The next l emma is an obvious but useful reformulation of these definitions. 

L e m m a  2. Consider an input in p, q that is still hidden in step t, and run the gi- 
ven algorithm on this input. Then any processor r that has written some message 
onto its row or column bus up to step t belongs to G(t). 

Proof. Suppose that  processor r sent some message to its row or column bus in 
step i <_ t. Clearly, the considered input was hidden in step i. Hence r satisfies 
the definition of a member  of g -  (i) or gl (i) which implies r e G(t). [] 

Hidden inputs immediately provide lower bounds: 

L e m m a  3. For any hidden input in step t, the given algorithm cannot compute 
the sum of the two items before step t. 

Proof. Through local links only, informations about the summands  in p and q can 
have been sent only to processors with distance at most  t to p and q, respectively. 
None of these processors belongs to G(t). On the other hand, Lemma  2 says 
that  all processors that  have broadcast any informations through buses so far 
belong to G(t). We conclude that  no information about  the summands  has been 
broadcast by buses. Moreover, no processor has distance at most  t to both  p and 
q. Altogether, no processor has received both summands  up to step t. [] 

To become more concrete, we next consider a class of algorithms fulfilling 
a certain condition that  enables us to prove the asserted lower t ime bound. 
This condition itself might appear somewhat  artificial, but afterwards we will 
see that  any algorithm violating this condition is incorrect. Altogether this will 
prove Theorem 1. In the following we omit  [J brackets for convenience. 

L e m m a  4. Suppose that, for each t and each row t~ of the mesh, g - ( t  + 1) N/~ 
is completely contained in some consecutive segement of R with length at most 
4t, and analogously for the columns and the gl(t + 1). Then there exist inputs 
still being hidden in step t = 0.2nl/% 

Proof. Since we have 2n 1/2 rows and columns and t = 0.2n 1/6, G(t) is contained 
in at most  0.4n 2/a segments each of length at most  4t _< 0.8nl/% Part i t ion the 
mesh into n 2/3 submeshes of size n t/6 x n 1/6. Clearly, each of the segments can 
meet  at most  two of these submeshes, hence at least 0.2n 2/3 submeshes remain 
disjoint to G(t). Now it is obvious that  we can fix two processors p and q in 
{hese free regions, satisfying the above three distance inequalities. Hence an 
input located in p, q is hidden in step t. Q 

In view of Lemma 3 this yields the tQ(n 1/6) lower bound. It  remains to consi- 
der algorithms violating the premises of Lemma  4. Without  loss of generality we 
assume that ,  for some t, there exist two processors r, s E g - ( t  + 1) in the same 
row of the mesh, such that  d(p, q) > 4t. Moreover we may consider the first such 
t <_ 0.2nl/% Under this condition we prove: 
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[ , e m m a  5. There exists a hidden input in some pair of  processors p, q such that 
both r and s write onto the row bus in step t + 1, thus violating the C R E W  rule. 

Proof. We will argue somewhat informally to keep the presentation short. Since 
r E g - ( t  + 1) and s e g - ( t  + 1), there exist two (in general different!) hidden 
inputs in processor pairs P~,qr and ps,qs,  respectively, as in the definition of 
g -  (t + 1). The former input would force r to write onto the row bus in step t + 1, 
the latter input would do the same with s. Now we claim that  there also exists 
one hidden input that  forces both r and s to write simultaneously onto the bus. 

For constructing such a malicious input, we first introduce some notion: Pro- 
cessor r is called internal if d(r,p~) < t or d(r, qr) <_ t, otherwise r is called 
external. Analogously, processor s is said to be internal or external with respect 
to Ps, q~. Now three cases are possible; the fourth case is symmetric.  

Let both r and s be internal, without loss of generality assume d(r, pr) <_ t 
and d(s ,ps)  G t. Since d(r, s) > 4t, the "balls" (with respect to the Manha t tan  
distance) with centers p~ and ps and radius t are disjoint. Since we consider 
hidden inputs, we can easily conclude from Lemma 2 that  the history of r until 
step t only depends on the input i tem in p~, and similarly, the history of s only 
depends on the input i tem in p, .  Hence the pair pr, p~ together with the original 
input items has the asserted bad property. 

Let be r internal and s external. We similarly conclude that  the history of 
s until step t is independent of the summands  of the input in ps, q~ since s 
cannot have received any information about them. Hence we can replace p~, q~ 
by an arbitrary, other hidden input for which s is external, without changing the 
behaviour of s in the first t steps. Particularly, we can choose p~ with the original 
semigroup element in it, and an arbitrary new q with distance more than t from 
s. (By the estimation from Lemma 4 such posit ions exist.) As in the previous 
case, this alteration does not affect the behaviour of r, too. Hence both r and s 
will now write simultaneously onto the row bus. 

Finally, if r is external with respect to Pr, qr and s is.external with respect 
to ps, q~ then choose an arbi trary new hidden input for which both r and s are 
external. [] 
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